Everyone,

Please join me in congratulating our colleagues

- Julia Chester
- Jeff Karpicke
- Susie Swithers

for being selected for induction into Purdue’s Book of Great Teachers! This is a very rare honor, open only every five years, to those who have had major and sustained positive influence on teaching and learning at Purdue. Established in 1999, the Book of Great Teachers will add the names of 45 colleagues this year to the 384 already there. All the names are on permanent display in the west foyer of the Purdue Memorial Union.

As your schedule permits, consider cheering them on at the induction ceremony and reception on December 11 in the South Ballroom at Purdue Memorial Union (reception begins at 3:30; presentation of awards scheduled for 4:30). RSVP’s should be emailed to CIE (cie@purdue.edu) by Monday, December 3.

The Department of Psychological Sciences has a long and proud tradition of driving forward the University’s learning mission—the University has inducted six other members of our faculty into the Book of Great Teachers over previous years—and Professors Chester, Karpicke, and Swithers each have earned multiple recognitions for their hard work and impact on students’ lives and Purdue experiences. This one is special. **Congratulate Julia, Jeff, and Susie when you see them!!!**
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